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An initiative of Thomson Reuters, the answer company that provides professionals with the intelligence, 
technology and human expertise they need to fi nd trusted solutions, and CNBC Africa.
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Between 2012 and 2015, 
the annual Trading Africa 
Summit was successfully 
held in Cape Town, South 
Africa, attracting hundreds of 
investors, traders, analysts, 
economists, regulatory bodies, 
entrepreneurs and corporate 
C-level decision makers from 
across Africa and the rest of 
the world.

The stature that this event 
has come to enjoy can be 
gauged by the quality of 
its participants and the 
thought-provoking topics 
and discussions it drives to 
promote growth in Africa.

This year, this premium two-day event 
has been renamed Africa Summit and 
redesigned to offer enhanced value to 
both its sponsors and participants.

It sees Thomson Reuters, the answer 
company that provides professionals 
with the intelligence, technology and 
human expertise they need to fi nd 
trusted solutions, partnering with CNBC 
Africa, the continent’s most powerful 
multi-platform business media brand, 
to deliver what promises to be the most 
valuable information-sharing African 
event yet.

Come and meet your peers to exchange 
best practices and discuss real 
investment opportunities, hear more 
about how African business is changing 
and developing from leading industry 
experts and engage with infl uential 
thought leaders in an environment that 
fosters interaction and networking.

If your business is Africa and your target 
is growth, there is no better place to be 
this year than Africa Summit.

OVERVIEW

REUTERS/Abdallah Dalsh

EVENT DETAILS

Date: 13-14 October 2016

Venue: The Westin
 Convention Square 
 Lower Long Street
 Cape Town
 South Africa
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HIGHLIGHTS
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DYNAMIC NETWORKING EVENTS

You can also look forward to engaging with influential thought leaders in an 
environment that fosters interaction and networking through events such as:

 

VVIP PROGRAMME
Receive an exclusive experience at Africa Summit that includes premium 
airport transfers, priority event registration and seating status, VVIP 
lounge access, guided tours through the show floor demonstrations area, 
personalised executive meeting facilitations and an invitation to attend  
a special information session with David Craig, President of Financial  
and Risk for Thomson Reuters and Sneha Shah, Managing Director for 
Thomson Reuters in Africa.

 

NETWORK AND MEETING CENTRE
A central place in which to address your business needs and engage in 
personalised executive discussions.

 

SHOW FLOOR DEMONSTRATIONS
Visit the event sponsors on the show floor at Africa Summit to experience 
useful product and solution demonstrations as well as expert advice on 
growing your business.

 

AFRICA SUMMIT COCKTAIL PARTY
A cheese and wine tasting cocktail function, showcasing a photo  
exhibition by Thomson Reuters entitled ‘Africa’s power’ and offering  
local entertainment artists.

 

AFRICA SUMMIT AFTER PARTY
Enjoy prime networking and relationship building with peers and influential 
thought leaders in a relaxed environment.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND THIS EVENT?

C-Level and Senior Management Executives

Private and Public Sector

Analysts and Thought Leaders 



BUILDING ON THE SUCCESS OF PREVIOUS 
TRADING AFRICA SUMMIT EVENTS
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PROGRAMME
The rebalance of global markets means that emerging markets now represent new 
opportunities for business growth. However, these untapped possibilities come with 
complexities that need to be overcome before Africa’s power can be unlocked.

How do you adapt and thrive in the continent’s ever-changing landscape? How do you 
remain compliant when there is one regulatory update every 12 minutes and 40,000 
every year? How do you stay profitable when currency fluctuations and supply chain 
mismanagement can cripple your business? Where others merely survive, how do you thrive?

 The answer is Thomson Reuters, the answer company that provides professionals with the 
intelligence, technology and human expertise they need to find trusted solutions and to 
make the decisions that matter most.

Join Thomson Reuters at Africa Summit 2016, where you’ll hear more on the answers to your 
questions through insightful keynote addresses, dynamic panel discussions and engaging 
roundtable conversations.
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THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER 2016

08:00 - 08:30 Registration
08:30 - 08:35 Opening of the Summit
08:30 - 08:45 Welcome address
08:45 - 09:15 Keynote 1
09:15 - 09:45 Keynote 2
09:45 - 10:00 Coffee break
10:00 - 10:45 Panel: The building blocks of Africa’s success

What pieces of the puzzle must government provide in order to allow for Economic growth and 
development? 
What are the requisite legislative and regulatory building blocks to unlock long-term and inclusive 
economic development? 
What impediments are there to reform, and how can these impediments be overcome? 
Legal title, land and tax

10:45-11:15 Panel: Africa’s economy in the global macroeconomic context 
The fundamentals: What are they, and how will it impact Africa? 
The global macroeconomic context: slowing China, stagnant Europe, resurgent US, the end of the 
commodity super-cycle and the ebb and flow of QE 
The coming demographic dividend, and what this means for Africa
What can African leaders do? 

Stream I: Governance Steam II: Trade 

11:30 - 12:00 Co-operating for success 
among the public and 
private sphere
Overcoming the challenges 

What must be done to 
unlock inter- Africa trade?
How do you drive regional 
integration?
Overcoming the logistical 
and infrastructural 
challenges of inter- 
Africa trade

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch break

13:00 - 13:45 Central Bank roundtable
The macroeconomic environment 
The role of monetary policy 
Regulating financial institutions in Africa

13:45-14:15 Panel: Funding expansion: What are the capital access options? 
Assessing the various capital acquisition modalities
The role of the DFI’s
Large investors, and investor relations
The role of private equity 
The African corporate bond market

14:15 - 15:00 Panel: Generating alpha on Africa’s equities markets 
African equity developments and what to expect for the rest of 2016
African exchanges and the capital markets
The tools, strategies and techniques that can still generate alpha
Risk management and mitigation

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee break



A FOCUS ON BRIGHT SPOT REGIONS IN AFRICA
15:30 - 16:15 EAST AFRICA

Africa’s biggest economies have 
been hammered by the collapse 
in commodity prices over the 
past 18 months but there are still 
investment bright spots to be.

The panel discussion to focus  
on the East African bright 
spots with insights shared 
from Business representatives, 
Regulators and analysts within 
each of these regions.

Regions: Rwanda, Ethiopia,  
Tanzania

WEST AFRICA

Africa’s biggest economies 
have been hammered by the 
collapse in commodity prices 
over the past 18 months but 
there are still investment bright 
spots to be.

The panel discussion to focus 
on the West African bright 
spots with insights shared 
from Business representatives, 
Regulators and analysts within 
each of these regions.

Regions: Nigeria, Ghana,  
Ivory Coast

16:15 - 17:00 Panel discussion: The 
increasing extraterritorial 
impact of laws and regulations 
on African banks and clients  

Is the increasing 
extraterritorial impact 
of laws a concern or is it 
befitting for institutions 
operating in an ever 
internationalised world?
Which extraterritorial 
legislation/regulations 
are causing the greatest 
concern?  
How institutions are 
adapting to the increasing 
burden of compliance
OTC derivatives trading and 
changes imposed by EMIR/
Frank-Dodd, SA Treasury 
regulations on OTC
Will banks refuse certain 
types of business as a 
result of extraterritorial 
legislation?  If so, what are 
the consequences?

The Global view on Emerging 
Markets  

What is the view from 
London, NYC and Singapore 
on Africa’s emerging frontier 
markets
How does the opportunities 
in Africa compare to those in 
emerging markets?
What are the top things 
Africa economies do to 
attract more capital

17:00 - 17:15 Wrap up of Day 1 of the Summit 
17:30 - 19:00 Summit Networking Cocktail
20:00 - Late Thomson Reuters Africa Summit Party

DAY 1 - THURSDAY 13 OCTOBER 2016 (CONTINUED)

PROGRAMME (CONTINUED)
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DAY 2 - FRIDAY 14 OCTOBER 2016

08:30 - 09:00 Registration
09:00 - 09:30 Keynote 1
09:30 - 10:00 Keynote 2
10:00 - 11:00 Panel: Coming to terms with the end of the commodity super-cycle 

The challenges and opportunities by the end of the commodity boom
Moving on: Africa’s commodity dependence over time
What opportunities does the shift away from commodities represent? 
How can commodity-dependent economies escape the resource curse?

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break
Stream I: Africa’s Partners Stream II: Business in Africa Stream III: CEO Panel

11:30 - 12:30 Panel: Africa-US relations  
and AGOA

What is the status of US-
Africa relations? 
US strategic and economic 
priorities in Africa 
The political and economic 
impact of the new AGOA 
Taking advantage of US-
Africa opportunities

Panel: Insuring Africa
What is the size of the 
current and foreseeable 
insurance market in 
Africa? What’s the market 
opportunity? 
How can we encourage 
savings in Africa? 
Making money while 
minimising risk 
Domestic regulation: 
evolving and adapting

CEO Roundtable: Achieving  
pan-African success 
What does it take to succeed  
in Africa?

Where are the exciting investment 
opportunities? 
Lessons learn from operating 
businesses, and how to apply

12:30 - 13:15 Panel: Africa’s largest 
economy on the move: 
Nigeria’s progress and the 
remaining challenges 

Taking stock: how far has 
Nigeria come, and how far 
can it go? 
Adjusting to the “new 
normal” of oil 
What interventions will  
make the biggest impact? 
Transforming Nigeria’s 
infrastructure, and 
particularly its power 
infrastructure  
Macroeconomic policy

Panel: China in Africa
Understanding China’s  
current economic relationship 
with Africa

China’s relationship with 
Africa in the context of its 
economic slowdown 
How can African companies 
partner with the Chinese 
state, Chinese companies 
and Chinese SEO?

13:20 - 14:15 Innovation in KYC
Digital Innovation in Client 
On boarding and KYC: In a 
digital world, don’t get left 
behind. The digital revolution 
has transformed our lives. It 
has forever altered how we 
communicate, how and where 
we transact and how we manage 
our day-to-day activities. 
Digitalisation has already made 
significant inroads into the retail 
banking sector, with routine 
transactions being enhanced by 
time-saving applications  
like card-less and mobile 
payment options.

Innovation in Fintech
Innovation in Financial Industry
The rapid growth of innovative 
platform businesses, 
the development of new 
technologies and their effect 
on the changing expectations 
of customers are leading many 
financial firms to review their 
business models radically.

14:15 - 14:45 Closing keynote
14:45 - 15:00 Thank you and Close of the Summit
15:00 - 16:00 Networking Finger Lunch
15:30 - 16:00 Shuttle departs to Thomson Reuters Innovation Lab
17:00 - 18:00 Shuttle returns to Westin from Thomson Reuters Innovation Lab
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A partnership with Thomson Reuters is an opportunity to raise the profile of your company, connect with influential 
delegates and develop potential business leads for business expansion and growth. With this in mind, our 
sponsorship packages have been created to cover the cost of the event instead of making a profit, thereby ensuring 
that the right delegates can be exclusively selected and brought together, at no charge.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

HEADLINE SPONSOR (1X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R850 000

The Headline sponsor is our premier package, offering the greatest impact and the maximum range of services 
and benefits. This package also provides expansive space utilisation set in the prime location within the conference 
venue. As the most exclusive package on offer, it includes premium airtime and media coverage from CNBC Africa, 
multiple presentation and speaking opportunities, delegate bag collateral inserts as well as full access to conference 
delegates, facilitated 1:1 meetings and the largest amount of delegate passes.

BRANDING  
Recognition as headline sponsor in all media communication 
Key logo positioning on all signage and branding 
Key logo positioning with hyperlink and company description on event website (500 words)
Key logo positioning on all pre- and post-event communication 
Branding on front page of event app (Convene) 
Logo on main plenary stage for the duration of the event (in association with Thomson and CNBC Africa)
Logo on holding slide which will be on display for the duration of the event  
(as delegates enter and exit plenary and break-out rooms)
Acknowledgement at opening and closing of the conference 
Key logo positioning in Summit advert in Forbes Africa magazine 
Opportunity to provide inserts into delegate bags 
Final video which will be posted on YouTube post-event (co-branding)
Access to all photographs post-event 

MEDIA
Sponsorship of televised keynote panel/debate 
Post-event native content in Forbes Africa 
Sponsorship of micro site on CNBCAfrica.com 
Full Page Advert in Forbes Africa Magazine Branded interviews (big / logo on Screen) 
Branded interviews (big / logo on Screen)
50,000 banner impressions on CNBCAfrica.com

PRESENTATION
Opening welcome address - plenary - 13 October (10 minute slot, with powerpoint slides)
Closing address - plenary - 14 October (10 minute slot, with Powerpoint slides)
Keynote presentation (30 minutes)
Executive member on advisory panel 
Opportunity to participate as a panellist (2x Panel Discussions) 

ACCESS TO CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
x15 complimentary tickets for the duration of the conference. These tickets will  ensure access to the VIP lounge where presenters 
and VIPs will be seated in-between sessions
Access to database of attendees post event (name, surname, company name, telephone and eMail address)
Opportunity to provide gifts to presenters and VIP (to be placed in VIP room)
1:1 Meeting Facilitation in Meeting Centre (3x)

EXHIBITION SPACE
3m x 3m raw floor exhibition space in prime position  
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PLATINUM SPONSOR (4X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R650 000

The Platinum Sponsor package is packed with impressive impact. With comprehensive branding, exhibition space, 
networking opportunities, key CNBC Africa media coverage, this  is one of our most attractive and valuable packages 
available. Inclusive of a keynote presentation, with access to delegates, and 1:1 meetings  ensures that this investment 
shows tangible return on investment.

BRANDING  
Key logo positioning on all signage and branding (tiered)
Key logo positioning with hyperlink and company description on event website (200 words)
Key logo positioning on all pre- and post-event communication (tiered)
Branding on front page of event app (Convene) (tiered) 
Logo on holding slide which will be on display for the duration of the event  
(as delegates enter and exit plenary and break-out rooms)
Acknowledgement at opening and closing of the conference 
Key logo positioning in Summit advert in Forbes Africa magazine 
Opportunity to provide inserts into delegate bags 
Final video which will be posted on YouTube post-event (logo visibility)
Access to all photographs post-event 

MEDIA
Full Page Advert in Forbes Africa Magazine Branded interviews (big / logo on Screen) 
Branded interviews (big / logo on Screen)
50,000 banner impressions on CNBCAfrica.com

PRESENTATION
Keynote presentation (30 minutes)
Opportunity to facilitate 2x streams

ACCESS TO CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
x10 complimentary tickets for the duration of the conference. These tickets will  ensure access to the VIP lounge where presenters 
and VIPs will be seated in-between sessions
Access to database of attendees post event (name, surname, company name, telephone and eMail address)
Opportunity to provide gifts to presenters and VIP (as bedroom drops/inside conference rooms)
1:1 Meeting Facilitation in Meeting Centre (2x)

EXHIBITION SPACE
3m x 3m raw floor exhibition space in prime position  

FOR SPONSORSHIP AVAILABILITY AND ENQUIRIES

Please contact Janice McFadyen on +27 (0) 84 209 3996 or email janice.mcfadyen@thomsonreuters.com
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
(CONTINUED)

DIAMOND SPONSOR (4X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R450 000

The Diamond Sponsor package is focused on organisations looking for broad exposure and offers fantastic value.  
This package will meet all your awareness and branding needs, provide a guaranteed exhibition space on the show 
floor, speaking opportunity and a limited number of delegate passes.

BRANDING  
Key logo positioning on all signage and branding (tiered)
Key logo positioning with hyperlink and company description on event website (100 words)
Key logo positioning on all pre- and post-event communication (tiered)
Branding on front page of event app (Convene) (tiered) 
Logo on holding slide which will be on display for the duration of the event  
(as delegates enter and exit plenary and break-out rooms)
Acknowledgement at opening and closing of the conference 
Key logo positioning in Summit advert in Forbes Africa magazine 
Opportunity to provide inserts into delegate bags 
Final video which will be posted on YouTube post-event (logo visibility)
Access to all photographs post-event 

PRESENTATION
Opportunity for 2x key speakers to sit on a panel
Opportunity to facilitate 1x stream

ACCESS TO CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
x6 complimentary tickets for the duration of the conference. These tickets will  ensure access to the VIP lounge where presenters 
and VIPs will be seated in-between sessions
Access to database of attendees post event (name, surname, company name, telephone and eMail address)
Opportunity to provide gifts to presenters and VIP (inside conference room only)
1:1 Meeting Facilitation in Meeting Centre (1x)

EXHIBITION SPACE
3m x 3m raw floor exhibition space in prime position  

FOR SPONSORSHIP AVAILABILITY AND ENQUIRIES

Please contact Janice McFadyen on +27 (0) 84 209 3996 or email janice.mcfadyen@thomsonreuters.com
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STREAM SPONSOR (6X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R100 000 

The Stream Sponsor package is uniquely tailored for organisations looking to focus on a specific audience and market. 
The package allows you to be integrally involved in one of our selected conference streams, while providing overall 
brand awareness and exposure throughout the conference.

BRANDING  
Key logo positioning on all signage and branding (tiered)
Key logo positioning with hyperlink and company description on event website (100 words)
Key logo positioning on all pre- and post-event communication (tiered)
Branding on front page of event app (Convene) (tiered) 
Logo on holding slide which will be on display for the duration of the event  
(as delegates enter and exit plenary and break-out rooms)
Acknowledgement at opening and closing of the conference 
Opportunity to provide inserts into delegate bags 
Final video which will be posted on YouTube post-event (logo visibility)
Access to all photographs post-event 

PRESENTATION
Opportunity for 1x key speaker to sit on a panel 
OR
Opportunity to facilitate 1x stream

ACCESS TO CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
x3 complimentary tickets for the duration of the conference. These tickets will  ensure access to the VIP lounge where presenters and 
VIPs will be seated in-between sessions
Access to database of attendees post event (name, surname, company name, telephone and eMail address)
Opportunity to provide gifts to presenters and VIP (sponsored stream only)

EXHIBITION SPACE
3m x 3m raw floor exhibition space in prime position  
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OTHER BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

There are a number of exciting opportunities available for branding. The 5th Annual Africa Summit carries a well 
loved brand identity that is guaranteed to make an impact by the wider Thomson Reuters community, outside of  
the conference.

CAPPUCCINO BAR/SMOOTHIE BAR
PACKAGE VALUE: R150 000 (R100 000 IF TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH HEADLINE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE)

Opportunity to cater either a smoothie, cappuccino bar or an ice cream stand situated at the very heart of the Show 
Floor. Sponsors will be invited to ‘splash’ their branding across cups, serving units, staff outfits and much more, 
offering extensive interactive exposure for their company.

LANYARD SPONSORSHIP (1X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R150 000 (R100 000 IF TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH HEADLINE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE)

The Lanyard sponsor may have their company logo (or URL) printed on the lanyard worn by all conference delegates. 
This sponsorship opportunity is limited to one organisation and is bound to leave a lasting impression on the most 
influential audience on the continent.

DELEGATE BAGS (1X AVAILABLE)

PACKAGE VALUE: R150 000 (R100 000 IF TAKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH HEADLINE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE)

This opportunity allows your organisation to really stand out from the crowd. Available to all delegates, the  
bags will be distributed upon arrival and continuously seen throughout the conference (and beyond) for maximum 
brand exposure.

FOR SPONSORSHIP AVAILABILITY AND ENQUIRIES

Please contact Janice McFadyen on +27 (0) 84 209 3996 or email janice.mcfadyen@thomsonreuters.com

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
(CONTINUED)
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Johannesburg
138 West Street, Sandton
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Phone Number:
+27 11 775 3000

Cape Town
3rd Floor, WesBank Building
21 Riebeeck, Cape Town, 
South Africa, 8000

Phone Number:
+27 21 405 6440

NIGERIA

6th Floor
KPMG Towers
Bishop Aboyade Cole Street
Victoria Island
Lagos

Phone Number:  
+234 1 7007315

KENYA

12th Floor
Finance House
Loita Street
PO Box 34043 – 00100
Nairobi
Kenya

Phone Number:
+254 20 499 1204

MAURITIUS

4th Floor  
Ebene Heights 
34 Ebene  
Cybercity Mauritius

Phone Number:
+230 403 4343

IVORY COAST

Residence Montbenon,
Immeuble les Gemeaux
Apartment n.4
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Abidjan
Ivory Coast

Phone Number:
+225 22 44 25 56

Africa Summit 2016 incorporates environmentally responsible eventing practices.

OFFICES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
Janice McFadyen, Johannesburg, South Africa 
on +27 (0) 84 209 3996 or email janice.mcfadyen@thomsonreuters.com


